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PDFing - PDF Creator/Converter and Document Scanner helps you to scan & convert any file on your Tablet or phone into a PDF document.
It is the fastest and best Scan to PDF App.
It is trusted and used by lakhs of people over many years.

App help to scan any document with Camera or from Gallery and save it easily in App.

Convert scanned image to  high quality PDF in single click i.e Image to PDF Creator.

Also app convert any Images, Web page, Contacts list, Notes into PDF documents with multiple options.

Create Notes with multiple options like attach images, make text bold or Italic, add underline, highlight the text , add different alignment option and lots of other feature and save it or convert it to PDF files.

Features:
- Scan your Document easily and save it or convert it into PDF on the go.
- Enhance the pdf into modes like B/W, Gray, Auto and Light.
- Easy and fast conversion into PDF.
- Quick and fast Image to PDF conversion with multiple options.
- Edit and crop images.
- Add watermark or Create Grey PDFs. 
- Create, Edit and Saves Notes(Add bold, Italic, underline, set different alignments and multiple images to Notes and customise it based on your requirement)
  -  Convert Notes to PDF instantly.
  -  Edit created PDF files
  -  Edit Notes added in Notes section.
  -  Easy to use UI.
- High Quality Scans.
  -  Listing of saved PDF.
  -  Scan and Generate QR code instantly.
  -  Share the created PDF.
  -  Cam Scanner.

Best Document Scanner which got all the feature for scanning your documents

Quick Document Scanner to PDF for creating high quality PDF files.

PDF Creator which converts Images, Notes and Web pages to PDF files.

QR Code Scanner and QR Code Generator

Complete Free App.

Download Now.
Updated on
Oct 2, 2021
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Developers can show information here about how their app collects and uses your data.  Learn more about data safety [image: Icon image]No information available
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August 17, 2023
This is by far one of the best, if not the best, PDF CREATOR apps that I have seen or used in a long time. Firstly, it allows for unlimited re-editing of your images as well as text after saving as a PDF. Finished creating that PDF that is notoriously hard to edit yet need to, not to worry! Head back to the app and rework it and save it as a new PDF. RTF invoked, this is undoubtedly my favourite PDF Creator app now. Don't let the PDF preview fool you, open PDF in another app and see!? ***** YES
4 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 28, 2021
The app is interesting... it's the best app to have.... indispensable app in the galaxyâœŒï¸�ðŸ¤Ÿ..I am able to convert my contacts, web browser content, my images...and am also able to scan barcode marks, create my own barcode...this is outstanding as student....What you need to do is to add features when creating notes eg font type, bold, italic, add picture, underline, margin, and many more when you are typing an assignment or any formal document. Ads are consuming lots of bundles...limit them.
40 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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May 23, 2021
In the first used it's been useable and helpful , now that it's upgraded itself and the format is changing, I can't understand , on how to erase the files and sharing ducoment.. and also when I'm saving a file in its proper code name then it saved from other file.. this app so embarrassing .. a little bit faster but and the end it's not helpful. So confusingðŸ˜¡
24 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




JE Apps
June 4, 2021

Hello User, Sorry for the inconvenience caused. Can you please update the app to 1.2.2 version. If you still face the same issue, please do send the details to jas.apps27@gmail.com, we would help you with the issue. Thanks.
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What's new


- Added more features(like Bold, Italic, Image addition, Alignment etc) in Notes to PDF conversion.
- General fixes and enhancements.
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